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A meteo-oceanographic event of interest for the understanding of the 

role of the sea on the cyclogenesis lee of the Alps is present and 

discussed. In particular, from the data set collected. during the Medalpex, 

which is the marine counterpart of the Alpex, by the buoy ODAS-Italia 1 

moored at about 27 miles off the Ligurian coast, we estimate heat and 

moisture fluxes at the air-sea interface in the occasion of the passage of 

intense atmospheric perturbations. Such analysis is completed on the whole 

Ligurian basin by processing NOAA-7 AVHRR satellite images. The Split 

Window Algorithm (SWA) is used both for correction of Sea Surface Tempera-

ture (SST) and to obtain the Water Vapour Content (WVC) of the air column. 

SST and WVC deduced by the buoy are then compared with averaged values, in 

an area of 20 km x 20 km around the buoy, obtained from the AVHRR images. 

This comparison allows a fine tuning of the SWA for both SST and WVC. 

Finally, by the use of the vertical temperature profile obtained by XBT 

probe, it is possible to implement a simple mixed layer model able to 

simulate the evolution of SST. Such model is· then used to describe the 

noticeable decrease of the SST occurred during the period 22-24 May, 1982 

as it results from particularly intense air-sea exchanges. 
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Owing to the concentration o:! the river runo:!f in the north
western part of the Black Baa, the cha.raotsristica a:! the water •ass 
oiro~ation on the western shelf are essential tor tba formation and 
evolmtion ot the space distri~n ot aa ~ico-ch811ical par~eters. 

Yor some areas where direct 111.eas1U'ement series were available, 
regime oi.rc~ations have been carried out to establish the pec~iari
ties a:! the meridian flu (4). In order to investigate the current 
field structure over tba continental ahelt,the ~io aethod (2) has 
been 11aed for shallow water stations (1, 3). 

In the present paper the same 1J¥1thod is used for a 10 station 
hydrological network carried out seasonally during 1981-1983 in the 
onter shelf area. Dna to the "levelling" of tba stations (6) relative 
to the 50 dbar slll'face, only the rea11lts eonoerning the dy:nSIIlies of 
the upper la;yer are presented. 

In all the analysed sitnations the circulation pattern C?haraote
ristios are different in the northern part as coapa.red to those from 
southern part where the variability is higher. Owing to this taet,the 
overall curent field has u intricate strllctiU'e,with oonve.t'genoe ud 
divergence areas. 

The computed speeds are low, reaching only 0.11 m/s. Por all the 
pairs of neighbouring stations a:! the network the me.ridiu component 
is directed to sou~h in 60)1 of the cases, while the zonal coaponent 
has a westward direction in 80J' of the cases. 

The station in the SOiltheaate.t'n corner a:! the netWQ.rk is the 
only deep water station ud the vertical distribution characteristics 
fo.t' the specific voltllle anomaly have been comp11ted (a oontinuo11.11 de
crease ot the average value from the slll'face to the 500 m depth and a 
sharp decrease of the standard deviation below 50 11 depth) b11t these 
cannot be 118ed in determining the deep water circulation. 

Bor this problem,the data ~eoted dlll'ing 19?8-1980 in a network 
including three stations located off the continental shelf carried 
out twice a year (5) have been 118ed.The vertical density distribution 
cheraotaristics in this three stations are si111lar to those of the 
previousl7 mentionned station, bllt the differences between them ren
dered difficult the choice of a reference surface by the usual 
c.t'iteria (2).To overcome this ditficulty,the }00 dbar surfaoe,located 
below tile lower boand.r;r of the oxygen and 11.11ed by other authors (?) 
has been chosen as the reference Sll.t'face for all aituations. 

In three oases (l!'eb.ruary 19?8, Feb.ruary 1980 and May 1980), the 
siU'face flow is oriented toward lfi!JB, the meridian ooaponent reaching 
0.15 m/s. In the fi.t"st sitll&tion.the ourent has practically the same 
speed and direction down to 50 m depth, then the speed gradllally 
decreases and the very weak zonal component changes sign at 100 • 
depth. In the other two oases, the current is constant only in the 0 
to 10 m lays:~:, but zonal component has in the last situation a value 
of 0.02 m/s down to 100 m depth. 

In the hydrological situation existing in AugllSt 19?8, the flow 
is directed toward S'W with a speed ot O.l? li/s at the slll'face. The 
meridian coaponent has practically the same value dom to ?5 m depth, 
while the zonal component slowly decreasea,revealing an anticlockwise 
rotation of the deep current. 

In l!'ebruary 19?9, the very weak geostrophio currents (0.04 m/a) 
are directed toward S8JI in the upper layer, having an irre811lar 
variation with depth.· 

A.s a conclusion, the dynSIIlic method yields satisfactory results 
even for the hydrological stations located on the continental shelf 
as regards the current field pattern, bllt it is less reliable for the 
speed computation. 

l!'o.t' the off shelf stations the results are significant it the 
.t'eferenoe surface is chosen below 150 m.. The obtained circulation 
pattern often differs greatly froa the general Black Sea circlllation 
scheme, bllt when the western branch a:! the cyclonic gyre is detected, 
the CIU'rents are very stable down to great depths. 
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